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PLVB® member carriers win awards
in 2020
Because of prioritizing the best sustainability practices that they have themselves
helped build for logistics and freight transportation, carriers that are members of the
Brazilian Green Logistics Program (PLVB®)
have won awards in many different areas.
This is the case of Jomed Transportes e
Logística, which won the 6th Sustainability
Award of SETCESP & Modern Transport in

the Environmental Responsibility Category.
In this same event, RG LOG won an award
in the Economical and Sustainability Category. RG LOG also stood out in the BBM
Logistics Project Award 2020 in the Socio-environmental Category. As usual, OTD
Brazil was once again awarded the Paraná
Climate Seal – 2020 Edition in the Original
Category for its commitment to monitoring

its greenhouse gas emission reports and
for the “Estradas com Araucárias” Project.
These are some examples that demonstrate
that PLVB® member carriers are ready to
begin the Green Seal Recognition System
in Freight Transpot, with the real possibility
of good performances. It seems that 2021
will be a very promising year for all PLVB®
members!

Jomed Transportes e Logística won the 6th Sustainability Award of SETCESP & Modern Transport in the Environ
mental Responsibility Category

RG LOG – BBM Logistics Project Award 2020 in the
Socio-environmental Category

Use of natural gas proves to be an
option for cargo transfer
Investment in trucks powered by compressed natural gas (CNG) appears to be a
current trend for PLVB® member carriers.
As examples, it’s possible to mention Jomed
Transportes e Logística, which operates 2 of those vehicles in its
fleet. Besides, GH Transportes,
Cargo Modal and Carsten Serviços
carried out tests with this type of
vehicle. The latter has actually acquired a vehicule that will come
into operation on January 1, 2021
to promote the event “The sustainable future has already begun” to
be held on January 12, 2020 and
January 13, 2020. CNG is a fuel
that emits fewer air pollutants com-

pared to diesel and whose technology allows
for the use of biogas, resulting in low emissions of CO2, the main greenhouse gas and
main responsible for global climate change.

MEMBERS’ VOICE
With 35 years
of experience in
transportation and
logistics, Transco
ta joined PLVB® to
be part of a group
of companies that
share their expe
riences related to best practices. Im
mersed in a cleaner production cul
ture, sustainability is prioritized by
the company through accurate control
of fleet operations, including satellite
tracking and driver training, use of
electric vans and even the develop
ment of a drone.
  Felipe Marçal Cota
Commercial director – Transcota
Logística e Transporte

PLVB® Working Meeting establishes products for 2021 and
guidelines for 2026
At a Working Meeting held on November
24, 2020, with the presence of 3/4 of the
program’s member companies, expectations
were discussed for the next year of PLVB®’s
activities. Also, there was a presentation about
the program’s overview so far, the products to

be delivered in 2021, the functionalities and
the next steps in relation to the Green Seal
Recognition System in Freight Transport (SRSVTC). The Strategic Plan for the next 5 years
was highlighted in order to summarize issues
related to dissemination and representative-

ness, products and services for members and
funding for short-term (2021), medium-term
(2022-2023) and long-term (2024-2026)
activities. The PLVB® Team is beginning to
pave the way for the future of sustainability
in logistics!

